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“Is this your last Tool Shed?  It is if the 

address label says, Expires June 2004” 

 To begin with, let it be said that America con-

sumed more blacksmith anvils than any other country 

and as far as I know still does; yet relatively few of 

the anvils used in this country were manufactured 

here. The vast majority came from England starting 

about 1600. In the last half of the 19th century a few 

came from 

Sweden and 

Germany. 

There were a 

number of rea-

sons for this. 

First anvil 

manufacturing 

by the old built 

up method was 

a higher 

skilled, dirty, 

dangerous job, 

the skill being 

passed from 

one generation 

to another, 

from father to son. Second, England did not want fin-

ished goods produced in the Colonies and passed laws 

to restrict it. America was to produce the raw material 

and England the finished goods. Even after our inde-

pendence there were no successful wrought anvil 

makers in the U.S. until the very last decade of the 

19th century. Even though by the time of the Ameri-

can Revolution the Colonies were producing more 

iron from blast furnaces than all of England and 

Wales combined. It would appear that we did not 

have the skill and could not compete with foreign 

prices.  

 The first 

mention of an 

attempt at anvil 

production in 

America comes 

from a Boston 

Newsletter dat-

ed April 11, 

1717. 

 “Samuel 

Bissel, Anvil 

Smith, lately 

come from 

England, living 

at New-Port on 

Rhode-Island, 

Makes all sorts 

of Black-smith’s and Gold-smith’s anvils, Bick-irons 

and Stakes, and new faces old ones, at reasonable 

rates and may be spoke with or wrote to at his Home 

or shop near Topside street in said Town”. 

 This same ad appeared the following week with 

(Continued on page 4) 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF ANVIL MAKING IN AMERICA 

By RICHARD POSTMAN 
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CRAFTS  Calendar of Events 

 
 September 12th - CRAFTS Picnic 

 

Brady Camp Lamington, NJ 

Tool Sales - Judged Displays - Prizes 

 

Catered Lunch for those who sign-up and re-

turn the registration form by August 30th  
 

 CRAFTS Website  

www.http://craftsofnj.org 

 

 PRESIDENT’S 

CORNER 

 

  

Collectors of Rare and Familiar Tools Society 

of New Jersey 
 

President……………………....….GREG WELSH, Califon 

Vice President…………………….BOB GARAY, Hopatcong 

Secretary………………………….DON KAHN, Hackensack 

Treasurer…………………………JACK WHELAN, Murray Hill 

 

The purpose of CRAFTS of New Jersey is to encourage in-

terest in early trades and industries, and in the identification, 

study, preservation and exhibition of tools and implements 

used and made in New Jersey as an integral part of our herit-

age. 

 

Membership in CRAFTS is open to anyone who shares the 

above interests. Annual dues per person or couple are fifteen 

dollars for the membership year of July 1 through June 30. 

 Membership fees may be sent to the Treasurer:  

John Whelan, 38 Colony Court, Murray Hill, NJ 07974 

(write check payable to CRAFTS of New Jersey). 

 

CRAFTS of NJ meetings are held at the HOST Masonic 

Lodge in High Bridge, NJ.  

Take I-78 to Route 31 exit at Clinton. Go north on Rte. 31 

two miles to second traffic light at the High Bridge exit. Turn 

right and go about half a mile to Dennis Ave. Turn left, then 

straight to the Masonic Lodge (on the left).  

Tailgate sales in the parking lot begin at 10 A.M., meeting 

starts at 1 P.M. 

The TOOL SHED 

Published five times a year for members of CRAFTS of New 

Jersey.  Editor: Dave Nowicki, 240 Woodlyn Ave. Glenside 

PA 19038.  EMAIL - dnowicki@verizon.net. 

Articles, especially about early tools and trades, are encour-

aged and may be sent to the Editor.   

  
 This summer my wife and I traveled to Austria to see 

where she skis in the winter.  Northwest of Innsbruk, is 

the Alpbach Valley.  It is on this part of the Austrian 

Alps that she does her winter thing.  I think that there are 

only downhill skiing areas here, because it seemed that 

when I was walking (climbing), it was always at a 45 to 

60 degree incline. 

 
    The second day there we went to a small town called 

Inner Alpbach by bus.  That was the easy part.  From the 

bus stop the only direction you could possibly walk was 

uphill.  After walking for about an hour we came to an 

old farm house, which in fact was at this time a museum.  

We were the only people there and after about twenty 

minutes an old gent walked up and opened the door.  He 

explained that this was a 400 year old farm house that 

has been his family for that long and his uncle was the 

last person to live in it.   

 

    He guided us through showing and explaining about 

all that we saw.  On one wall inside the front door there 

were about ten froes just jammed in the boards of the 

wall.  From there I spied the workshop and spent a while 

there taking photos of the planes, some of which were 

dated in the 1800s, and about eight goosewing axes.  All 

these tools were just hanging on the walls as if they had 

just been used and hung up a short time ago. 

 

     The house was just as if someone was still living in it.  

Beds still made, clothing hung, as if just taken off, a spill 

plane in the kitchen where it would have been used dai-

ly.  When you looked off the porch, the scene was just 

like a travel poster.  I doubt if I will ever see another 

sight like it. 

 

    If you have an opportunity to look on the CRAFTS 

website you will see that we have added a section for 

favorite tools made in N.J.  If you have anything you 

could share with the members in this line please send it 

to the webmaster.   
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 A Story of Pride 

by 

Herbert P. Kean 
 

  

     It started off as the thrill of buying a very interesting 

tool. It was an unusual brace, looking like the body of a 

“Sheffield” with a chest pad instead of a round head, and 

a revolving ball in the center of the wrist grip. Those char-

acteristics, in themselves, were enough to get my juices 

flowing. So I threw caution to the wind and put my bid in 

for it, at a value that ordinarily would have given me mild 

palpitations.  

 

     Well, luck was with me, as the other bidders must have 

thought that the thing was a makeover from an original Eng-

lish Sheffield. I had that same thought in my mind, so be-

fore I put in my final bid, I contacted the owner, who gave 

me details that the original photos did not show. He was 

convinced that the piece was entirely original.   

 

     However, 

along with the 

added descrip-

tion, he emailed 

me the prove-

nance and a little 

story about the 

prior owner’s 

father. Seems he 

was a fantastic 

craftsman who 

built yachts in 

his boat shop in 

Jamaica Bay, 

N.Y. He died 

just after his best 

one was built. 

All his tools, 

including his 

most precious one (this brace) were given to his son, who 

subsequently gave them to his friend. The last piece to be 

sold, years later, was this brace.  

 

     Upon receipt of the brace, I was flabbergasted. It was the 

most precisely-made “one-off” tool that I had ever seen.  

There was no question in my mind that all the parts were 

original. Why? Because they all fitted a pattern, a pattern of 

similar precision workmanship, and the fact that none of the 

parts, internal or external, matched any factory part.  

 

     But the clincher was the material. The metal at first 

looked like tarnished German silver, but later proved to be 

an alloy which must have contained a fair amount of nickel, 

because it was slightly magnetic. When the inside of the 

chuck was scratched, the color was a shiny silver. It could-

n’t be iron as it was not nearly magnetic enough. And Ger-

man silver is not magnetic.  My guess is that it was his own 

“shipyard alloy”!  

 

     And, get this, the body was -- pearwood! Not just 

straight-grained pear, but a mottled figure that gave it piz-

zazz. The ball was cherry, and the head apple. I guess he 

wanted to mix-and-match, something that I later found out 

he did with the interior trim of the yachts that he built. 

 

     The last yacht was a 49 foot masterpiece that he and his 

wife had planned to use to sail around the world. But fate 

cut that short, as he only made a few checkout runs before 

his untimely death.  

 

      It was hard to believe that any woodworker could have 

made the intricate castings and machined parts required of 

this brace. But in contact with four of the residents of the 

area that remembered him, I was told that he had his own 

foundry and machine shop which he used to make the fit-

tings needed for the yachts. How many woodworkers today 

can handle all three regimens?  

 

     And now to 

the brace itself.  

Why the breast 

pad for a head, 

and why the ro-

tating center ball? 

The last yacht 

was made from 

greenheart, a 

highly dense 

wood that he im-

ported from Bra-

zil.  It was excep-

tionally hard, and 

needed holes 

drilled into it pri-

or to screwing or 

nailing. And a lot 

of the work had 

to be done in 

place, and in awkward positions at times.  

 

     So like a farrier with a buttress, the breast pad allowed 

him “a third hand”. And to make it easier to spin in these 

awkward positions, the center of the wrist grip rotated, simi-

lar to an Ultimatum or a gent’s brace. See the photo taken 

by Bob Garay. (Too bad you can’t see it in color.)   

     

     My restoration was agonizing. I knew this was one piece 

where the original workmanship had to be preserved. It took 

seven years from the day the keel was laid until the yacht 

was launched. I can imagine how long it took to make this 

brace.  So I took twice as long to clean it up as I normally 

would. It was done gently, gently, gently.   

(Continued on page 10) 
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this addition: “If 

any of this work 

fails within a year 

he will make it 

good again.” What 

became of this 

person and his 

anvils is unknown 

to this writer. 

 The next men-

tion of an anvil 

maker is from the 

Boston Gazette, 

July 13-20, 1741. 

 “Iron Foundry – Any person that has occasion for 

Forge Hammers, Anvils, or Plates, Smith’s Anvils, Clo-

thier’s Plates, Chimney Backs, Potts, Kettles, Skillets, 

Cast Boxes, Chaise Boxes, Dog Irons, or any other Cast 

Iron Ware, may be provided with them by Richard 

Clarke, at his furnace in the Gore, giving speedy notice 

(of size and quantity they want) to him there, or to Oli-

ver, Clarke, and Lee, at their Warehouse in King Street, 

Boston; where they may be supplied with Swivel 

Guns.” 

 All of the items mentioned with the possible excep-

tion of their “Forge Hammers” and “Smith’s Anvils” 

were generally made of cast iron and not forged. Since 

this was a foundry and not a forge the “Hammers” and 

“Smith’s Anvils” were imported from England to round 

out their product line.  

 I am sure cast iron anvils were produced in this 

country from the earliest times and they served many 

purposes for light work, but not for heavy smithing. A 

good granite stone would be better than a cast iron anvil 

for most smithing and believe it or not stones are still 

being used to forge various items in several remote 

countries. 

 Actually the first successful American anvil maker 

produced a cast iron anvil with a steel face plate. Mark 

Fisher discovered a process by which a steel plate could 

be welded to cast iron and took out a patent for the pro-

cess in 1847. Under the name Fisher & Norris they be-

gan producing anvils in Trenton, New Jersey. These 

anvils were produced until 1979 having outlasted all of 

the other major anvil makers in this country and in Eng-

land. Even though these anvils were not particularly 

liked by blacksmiths (they do not ring) they probably 

produced close to 400,000 anvils, more than any other 

American manufacturer.  

 In the 1860’s an Englishman named James Case 

started making wrought anvils in New York, but be-

cause of poor business practices failed after producing a 

few dozen anvils. Not one of his anvils has been locat-

ed. 

 There were at least two other concerns beside James 

Case who could have successfully produced an Ameri-

can wrought anvil before the late 19th century. One was 

in Chicago, Illinois, known as Smith & Oleary. This 

company made smithing vises and was well known for 

repairing wrought anvils. Any company that can re-

move, replace and temper a steel face plate on a 

wrought anvil could just as easily make them, as this is 

the hardest part of the process. Why they did not do so 

is anyone's guess. Any number of English-made anvils 

have been located with the Smith & Oleary trademark 

on them, the English trademark having been removed. 

The other company was in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and 

was named Lindsay, Sterrit & Euwer. In 1867 they ad-

vertised a wrought iron, steel faced anvil, "equal to the 

best English Brands." They also repaired wrought an-

vils, "and warranted equal to new ones." They produced 

bellows, sledge hammers etc. Why they were not suc-

cessful is unknown and as of this writing other than 

their brochure nothing is known of their anvils or prod-

ucts. 

 In 1852 another foundry in Trenton, New Jersey 

known as Atterbury 

& Company or 

Russell & Compa-

ny took out a patent 

for a steel faced 

cast iron anvil with 

a special 

"tempering cavity" 

where a large hole 

in the base of the 

anvil went almost 

(Continued from page 1) 

This early forged carriage makers 

anvil of English origin was character-

istic of the anvils in 19th century 

America. (Anvil & photo Bob Garay.) 

Above left is a Fisher chain makers anvil found in Tren-

ton, N.J. At right is Fisher saw makers anvil found in Mor-

ristown, NJ.  (Anvils & photos Bob Garay) 
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 up to the face. This allowed water to be pumped in 

from below as the face was cooled from above there-

by achieving a more uniform tempered face plate. 

Many of these anvils have survived and are not rare. 

The company was probably bought out by Fisher & 

Norris. 

 In 1874 the 

Illinois Iron & 

Bolt Company 

started producing 

a steel faced cast 

iron anvil known 

as the Vulcan. It 

was not of the 

same quality as 

the Fisher & Nor-

ris, selling at a 

low price and 

was produced 

until about 1969. 

Many school 

shops had or have 

them. 

 Steel faced 

cast iron anvils 

were made by at least three more foundries in the late 

1800s; one was the Southern Skein & Foundry Com-

pany of Chattanooga, Tennessee producing an anvil 

with the trademark Southern Cresent. These anvils are 

found mostly in the south as the company was con-

nected with the Illinois Iron & Bolt Company and was 

considered their southern branch. Except for the 

trademarks the two anvils look very much alike. 

 Another maker, the American Skein & Foundry 

Company of Racine, Wisconsin produced an anvil 

known as the Badger. The company advertised their 

anvils for about 50 years, yet to this day I have been 

unable to locate one. By the 1960s 

the Illinois Iron and Bolt Company 

bought this Racine foundry and 

had their Vulcan anvils made their. 

 The third anvil was made by 

the Van Wagner & Williams Hard-

ware Company of Cleveland, 

Ohio. The trademark of the anvil 

was Samson (very fitting) which 

they commenced making about 

1894. It appears that they only pro-

duced anvils for less than 20 years 

and as of this date only one has 

been located, that I know of. 

  From the Colonial period on, 

cast iron anvils were produced in this country in small 

quantities by various iron foundries, but they were 

never used by reputable blacksmiths. They are still 

produced today. Some are of good quality and some 

are not. A few foundries put their trademark on them 

although most did not. Some of the trademarks of the 

19th century are: Alamo, Buffalo Forge, Gem and 

Bay State. 

 The steel faced cast iron anvils and cast iron an-

vils did not compete with the wrought anvils being 

imported to any extent and until the 1890s wrought 

anvils made in America did not seem to be able to 

break into the domestic market. 

 By the late 1880s the American demand for anvils 

seems to have reached new heights and this continued 

until about 1910. 

 In an article in The Horseshoer's Journal for 

March, 1908 a Mr. Thomas Williams is given credit 

for bringing wrought iron anvil making to this country 

in 1888. He was from Dudley, England and most like-

ly worked for Peter Wright or Wilkinson & Sons, the 

two largest anvil makers in Dudley and in all of Eng-

land. He is said to have been a master anvil maker and 

it was also said that he once made a complete 150 

pound anvil from 14 pieces in one hour by himself. 

Knowing how these old anvils were made, I find that 

to be almost impossible. Be that as it may, he was 

good at anvil making. If indeed it is true, he revived 

anvil making in this country and Hay-Budden of 

Brooklyn, New York would be the company that Mr. 

Williams started out with. Hay-Budden advertised as 

the first successful wrought anvil maker in this coun-

try, starting to produce anvils about 1888. Hay-

Budden (named for James Hay and Frederick C. Bud-

den, founders) went on to produce well over 300,000 

anvils in their 35 years or so of production, having 

made their last anvils about 1926. Hay-Budden anvils 

(Continued on page 6) 
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are still one of the most sought after anvils for smith-

ing today. 

 In 1898 the Columbus Forge & Iron Company 

received a patent for a cast steel based forged wrought 

iron anvil. Before this time all wrought anvils had 

forged bases. It is cheaper to cast than to forge so 

these new anvils known as the Trenton brought the 

cost of production down, thereby the price of all an-

vils. The Columbus Forge & Iron Company continued 

making anvils until about 1952, producing 225,000 

anvils. They were the last company to make wrought 

anvils in this country. 

 In 1900 a spin-off company from the Columbus 

Forge & Iron Company under the name of the Colum-

bus Anvil & Forge Company began making anvils 

using the cast base method. Their trademark was the 

Arm & Hammer as on the baking soda box. This anvil 

is not to be confused with the Vulcan which also used 

the arm and hammer trademark as well as the word 

Vulcan. They produced about 50,000 anvils between 

1900 and 1950 when they discontinued them. They 

are one of the best anvils, but are a little hard to find. 

Both of the Columbus anvil makers continued making 

various forgings for sometime after anvil production 

ceased. The Columbus Anvil & Forge Company went 

out of business in 1955 and the Columbus Forge & 

Iron Company in 1982. 

 One other anvil maker is worth mentioning. 

About 1900 The Columbian Hardware Company of 

Cleveland, Ohio began producing the first all cast 

steel anvil in this country, known as the Columbian. 

They made anvils until about 1923. They are still in 

business and are known as the Columbian Vise Com-

pany. Considering the number of their anvils still to 

be found today, they produced a large quantity of high 

quality anvils during that time period. 

 Since the 1960s the only anvils produced in this 

country other than the Fisher & Norris, are cast steel 

or cast ductile iron anvils made mostly for the farrier 

trade. Fisher & Norris did not make farrier's anvils in 

their later years. These cast anvils are made on a 

small scale by family operations. The number of pro-

ducers varies from time to time as a need is perceived. 

 For anyone interested in more information about 

American anvils or anvils in general, I suggest that 

you get my books: Anvils In America and if you like 

Mousehole anvils, the book, Mousehole Forge. At the 

present I am working on a new book that will contain 

information that was not available to me when Anvils 

In America came out in 1998. I hope to have it out in 

a couple of years should I live so long. 

 

(Continued from page 5) 

Three miniature advertising anvils sitting on top of a small 18 pound anvil. Left is a Fisher-Norris, Tren-

ton, NJ anvil. Center is a Berks Foundry & Manufacturing Co. of West Hamburg, PA. Right is an Adam 

Wagner Iron Works, No. 22 Eldridge St. New York, N.Y. (Anvils & photo Bob Garay.) 
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CRAFTS June Meeting 
The June meeting, held on June 6, 2004 featured an extraordi-

nary presentation by Walter Jacob, a well known collector and 

author of all things Stanley.   Not only did Mr. Jacob provide 

an excellent history on the development of Stanley’s combina-

tion planes, he also provided a spectacular display of over 

twenty examples, including some of the rarest of the genre.  

Beginning with a general history on the formation of the Stan-

ley Rule and Level Company, what follows is the heart of his 

presentation: 

 

Stanley Combination Planes - 1870 - 1888 

  

by Walter W. Jacob 
 

 June 28, 1870, 

Charles G. Miller of Brat-

tleboro, Vermont received 

a patent on the 

“improvement in carpenter 

planes.”1  This was to be-

come the first combination 

plane manufactured by 

Stanley.  Charles Mead, 

former owner of E. A. 

Stearns Rules, and now on 

the Board of Directors of 

Stanley Rule and Level, was likely the one who persuaded 

Charles Miller to grant Stanley a license to manufacturer his 

planes in a contractor set-up.2 

 The earliest known Miller’s Patent plane, made of gun-

metal, was very similar to his original patent drawings with 

only one arm to support the fence.  This plane had an ivory 

inlaid ebony handle with ivory buttons on all the adjustment 

screws.  Once Stanley began manufacturing the Miller’s Pa-

tent they redesigned and added a rococo shell and vine orna-

mentation to it but still retained the acorn ornamentation on 

the end of the arms.  Why the superfluous decoration?  This 

question was asked by Peter Welsh, in his booklet Wood-

working Tools, and he replied: “Perhaps it was to appeal to 

the flood of newly arrived European craftsmen who might 

find in the rococo something reminiscent to the older tools 

they had known in Europe.  Perhaps it was simply the trans-

ference to the tool itself of the decorative work then demand-

ed of the wood craftsman.  Or was it mainly a compulsion to 

dress, with little effort, a lackluster material that seemed cold 

and stark to Victorians accustomed to the ornateness being 

achieved elsewhere with the jigsaw and wood.”3 

 Notice the Miller’s Patent now has two arms which 

solved the problem of using the plane as a plow without the 

fence turning.  This plane was first introduced by Stanley in 

their January 1, 1871 supplement to their 1870 catalog.  At 

that time, it was offered with a cast iron filletster base with 

either a cast iron or a gun-metal body. (Gunmetal is an alloy 

of 83 parts Copper to 17 parts tin with a weight of 510 pounds 

per cubic foot.)4 

 The handle was rosewood with the inscription “Miller’s 

Patent June 28, 1870” on it.  Above the handle on the frame is 

a cast iron hook on the No. 41.  The No. 42 also the hook but 

was less pronounced.  All the adjustment screws are two 

piece, brass and iron.  Also the filletster beds in the earliest 

models have an extra filigree scroll on the right front corner.  

Also, the filletster blade is slotted at the top and the boss for 

the blade iron is 7/16” wide.  At first they were not assigned a 

number and non-filletster models were not available.  The 

name “Stanley” was struck on the runner with a serrated bor-

der like a football with “Stanley” inside it.  The name strike 

was quickly changed to this configuration, which is the most 

common of the football strikes. 

Stanley, at this time, apparently furnished the Miller’s 

Patent in a fitted pine box which was supplied with cast iron 

arm protectors.  A craftsman, if he wanted could drill two 

holes in the lid and mount these protectors on it to store his 

plane without disassembling it.5  The selling price in 1871 for 

a Miller’s Patent was $15, for cast iron and $18 for gunmetal, 

and included eight plow bits and a tonguing tool. 

The average carpenter, in 1871, made about $2.90 per 

day in wages 6which, 

when figuring a six 

day work week, meant 

he made $17.40 per 

week.  Now, allowing 

a deduction for gen-

eral subsistence, to 

buy a Miller’s Patent 

one had to save for up 

to six week to afford 

it. 

By July 1, 1872, four 

models of the Miller’s 

Patent were available 

and Stanley had num-

bered them 41 and 42 
(Continued on page 8) 

Walter W. Jacob 

Miller’s Patent No. 41 

Walter demonstrating how to lose the 

cutter from the Dorn’s Patent plane. 

Dorn’s Patent Combination Plane 
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for the filletster models and 43 and 44 for the plow and match-

ing planes in cast iron and gunmetal respectively. In one year’s 

time, the price had dropped to $12 and $15 for the filletster 

models and $8 and $12 for the non-filletster.  The early non-

filletster models had the wrap-around fence not milled out for 

the filletster bed and did not have “Miller’s Patent”, with the 

patent dates, stamped on the handle. 

On July 16, 1872 Rufus H. Dorn of Port Henry, New York 

received a patent7 on an improvement in a dado plane.  Stanley 

Rule and Level Company apparently purchased the patent, ap-

plied it to a cast iron plane, and made a limited production of 

these planes in 1872.  The improvement in the patent was for a 

swing-out cutter which provided for different widths of dados 

without changing cutters.  The problem was that it was awkward 

and the cutter was easily lost when the lock nut was loosened.  

In fact, the cutter will drop out like a lead sinker.  This fault was 

aptly demonstrated by the author at the conclusion of his 

presentation. – ED. 

 Charles G. Miller, now working for Stanley as a contractor, 

received a second patent on September 17, 18728 for an 

“improvement in carpenter plows.”  This patent provides for a 

lever activated blade clasp but the planes overall construction 

was a very fragile design.  It was manufactured in both gunmet-

al and bronzed iron 

from 1873 to 1875.  No 

Stanley catalog shows 

this plane but it appears 

in an 1875 Russell and 

Erwin Manufacturing 

Company catalog as a 

No. 50.  The question 

arises:  Did Stanley 

make these planes or 

did Russell and Erwin, 

or was it Judd and 

Blakeslee? 

In 1872-3, Cor-

nelius B. Erwin and Henry E. Russell each owned 200 shares in 

Stanley and Rule and Level Company and both were on the 

Board of Directors for Stanley.10  Could it be that Mr. Erwin, 

president of Russell and Erwin, saw Stanley’s success with 

planes and wanted to offer a combination plane in their catalog?  

Miller’s 1872 plow plane did basically everything a non-

filletster 1870 Miller’s Patent did so Charles Miller may have 

made the planes in his contract department for Russell and Er-

win to sell in their catalog.  Other historians have suggested that 

Oliver Judd and Charles Blakeslee may have made and sold this 

plane.  These historians have stated that Charles Miller assigned 

this patent to Judd and Blakeslee.  Miller’s 1873 tongue and 

groove plane was assigned to them but the original 1872 patent 

is assigned to only Charles Miller.  I therefore feel that Charles 

Miller made these planes in his contract department, at Stanley, 

and sold them through Russell and Erwin or Judd and Blakeslee 

or both.   

Justus A. Traut was a man who originally worked for Hall 

and Knapp and, after the merger with A. Stanley and Company, 

worked his way up through the ranks to become one of Stan-

ley’s most prolific inventors and contractors.  He redesigned 

Rufus H. Dorn’s dado plane into a patented adjustable dado, 

filletster and plow plane, which was patented on March 4, 

187311.  This became Stan-

ley’s No. 46 combination 

plane.  The first model had 

a detachable side plate on 

the sliding section and the 

center arch was lower and 

had the trefoil design on it.  

The cutter was still set at a 

skew and the depth gauge 

straddled the main frame.  

It was supplied with eight 

plow bits and a tonguing tool.   

Meanwhile, Stanley redesigned the Miller’s Patent into a 

different form.  By at least 1873, the top profile of the main 

frame was changed form a “Roman nose” curve to a cyma 

curve.  The thumb screws were still gunmetal and had a round 

head steel screw through them.  The Stanley name strike on the 

runner for a very, very short time had the serrated edge re-

moved.  We call it the Solo Version.  Following that, the strike 

was struck on two straight lines.  The chip deflector became 

longer and was fastened to the frame by round head screws.  

There is no hook on the frame near the top of the handle.  By 

1874-5, the Traut’s Patent No. 46 sliding section and guard plate 

was changed. 

On February 24, 1875 Charles G. Miller and Leonard Bai-

ley jointly applied for a patent for an improvement for a dado 

plane, which was granted on July 6, 1875.12  Charles Miller as-

signed his portion over to Leonard Bailey.  What happened af-

terward was a disagreement between Leonard Bailey and Stan-

ley Rule and Level Company over the payment of patent royal-

ties.  As a result, Bailey severed his contracts with Stanley and 

started the L. Bailey and Company business on Cushman Street 

in Hartford, Connecticut. 

 This combination plane became the Victor No. 14.  Bailey 

and Company had Sargent and Company do the marketing until 

January 26, 1880, when Stanley Rule and Level became the sole 

agents.  They ended up purchasing the entire plane business of 

L. Bailey and Company on July 16, 1884.13  The No. 14 combi-

nation plane exists with two soles; the more common flat and 

the rarer hollow.  Also two styles of handles are known.  But the 

later, less ornate handle, is more common.   

As 1875 moved along, so did the changes to the Miller’s 

Patent.  The screw arms now have holes drilled across the ends 

to facilitate tightening them up with the supplied rod, and the 

thumb screws are now solid.  Solid thumb screws probably orig-

inated from Dorn’s Patent and were simplified by the No. 46.  

The No. 43 and No.44 now have a new style fence. 

By 1876, Stanley introduced a scaled down version of Trau-

t’s No. 46 patent adjustable dado, filletster and plow plane.  This 

was the No. 47 adjustable dado plane.  It was basically the same 

as a No. 46 except it had no guard fence, the arms were only 4 

inches long and the depth stop protrusion, on the right side of 

the main frame, was ground off and it only had five cutters, 

compared to the No. 46’s ten cutters.   

Returning to the Miller’s Patent, the round head screws, 

which hold the chip breaker, are now a little flatter,  the solid 

thumbscrews are now brass instead of gunmetal and the fence is 

the new style. 

By 1880, the handle no longer had the long upper horn.  

The depth stop screw still retained the bead around the hole and 

all thumbscrews were brass. 

(Continued from page 7) 

Miller’s Patent No. 50 

Stanley No. 46 - 1st Model 
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Frank Rappeleye, of Farmer Village New York, re-

ceived a patent on October 24, 1882 for a slitting cutter.14  

This patent was assigned to Stanley Rule and Level Compa-

ny and was a very useful attachment for carpenters to make 

shim stock.  This slitter is one of the best dating features on 

combination planes. 

Miller’s Patents No. 41 through No. 44 and Traut’s Pa-

tent No. 46 and No. 47 combination planes were the first to 

incorporate its use.  First it was placed up front but Stanley 

quickly realized that the pressure needed to use the slitter 

worked better if it was placed under the handle.  The slitter 

was moved under the handle no later than October 17, 

188315(the application filing date for the Stanley No.45).  

The earliest Miller’s Patent using the slitter under the handle 

used an additional depth stop.  This was later replaced with a 

pressed metal stop. 

Justus Traut patented, on September 11, 1883, 16a bead-

ing combination plane which became the Stanley No. 50.  

This plane did not have the provision for a slitter because it 

was probably too light a plane for the purpose and originally 

was intended for beading.  The No. 50 was furnished with 

seven beading cutters, 1/8” to 1/2”.  It would not be until the 

mid 1930’s that plow bits were furnished with this plane.  

The first model was japanned with a cast iron handle and 

arms only 3” long.  Later the arms were 5” in length.  The 

No.50 was not nickel plated until 1896 and had the patent 

date cast on the fence. 

Late in 1883 

and into 1884 the 

gunmetal Miller’s 

Patent No. 42 and 

No. 44 combina-

tion planes were 

to go through ma-

jor changes.  The 

composition of the 

gunmetal was 

changed to about 

80 parts copper 

and 20 parts tin.  

This made the 

frame look more 

brass like.  Other 

changes besides a slitter were:  The depth stop nuts were 

flat-faced instead of having a bead; the blade clamp was fas-

tened to the frame by flat capstan screws. Early No.42’s 

were furnished with a fitted wood box.  Later models were 

furnished with a pasteboard box.   

After 1884 the Miller’s Patents used the stamped depth 

stop over the slitter.  Miller’s Patents were supplied with 

eight plow bits and a tonguing cutter in a separate wooden 

box. 

The famous No. 45 was the next patented combination 

plane and, again, patented by Justus A. Traut.17  The No.45 

was, to date, the most sophisticated of the Stanley combina-

tion planes.  It would embrace beading, rabbet and filletster, 

dado, matching, and slitting, all in one plane.  The first mod-

els were japanned and had the pea vine all across the fence.  

It was supplied with nine beading cutters, nine plow and 

dado bits, a slitting tool and a tonguing tool.  It had a rose-

wood handle and knob, both on the main frame.  It originally 

came in a fiberboard box, then changed to a chestnut wood 

box and finally back to fiberboard.  The skate on this model 

is marked “Stanley Rule and Level Company, Pat. March 11, 

‘84”, on three lines. 

Four sizes of hollow and round sets were available in 

1885.  These were patented on February 23, 1886 by Justus 

A. Traut.18  In addition, he also invented a variation of the 

Miller’s Patent which included a bullnose attachment so one 

could work blind dados.  This was patented on May 18, 

1886.19  Stanley made these in both filletster and non-

filletster models, which were designated No. 141 and No. 

143 respectively.  They were japanned and had a redesigned 

two hole fence. 

With the arrival of the 1890’s the Miller’s patent de-

clined.  The features of the last gunmetal No.42 are still be-

ing actively researched.  Surviving examples have shown 

that the main stock is gun-metal.  The front depth gauge – of 

brass – is shorter in length and is held by a nickel plated 

wing nut.  The slitter and its depth gauge and the wing nut 

that hold them are nickel plated.  The four hole fence is 

made of japanned cast iron.  To date no four hole fences 

have been observed.  

Stanley combination planes, during the last decade of 

the nineteenth century, found added improvements, such as 

nickel plating.  These combination planes were the Nos. 45, 

46, 47, 50, 141 and 143. 

By 1897, the Miller’s Patents were discontinued and 

only Traut’s patented bull-nosed combination plane kept the 

Miller’s Patent tradition. 

The No. 55 combination plane was introduced in 1897.20  

This was, and remains today, the most sophisticated of all 

combination planes. 

These developments firmly established Stanley in the 

carpenter tool line and made them the “Tool Box of Ameri-

ca” in the new century. 

(Continued from page 8) 

(Continued on page 12) 

This No.42, with extra fence, has its 

own fitted wood box.  

Walter showing Chuck Grannick and Herb Kean the de-

tails of one of the Stanley combination planes. 
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    The thing that I find hard to fathom, after 30 years of han-

dling antique tools, is the perfect spin of the ball and the 

head. No slop, no sticking, and no wobbling. It was as true as 

the day it was made. I did nothing to change any of the fits or 

clearances.   

 

     I have repaired Ultimatums, gent’s braces and the rare 

revolving-grip Sheffield because they all gave trouble after a 

while, due to the non-solidity of the wrist grip. The construc-

tion of this brace was as solid as a rock, and considering that 

it was used in greenheart, where it took plenty of punish-

ment, I classified its condition as a minor miracle. It wasn’t 

as if the brace wasn’t used. The brass butt plate that separates 

the neck from the body was fairly rolled over from the axial 

pressure. Normally I would remove this roll-over, but in this 

case it was left to prove that the brace had done its share of 

work.  

 

     So how did he get that rotating ball in the center of the 

wrist grip? In Ultimatums, an iron axle- which the grip spins 

on - is peened to each of the arm frames, and then the infills 

are fitted to the frame. In the gent’s brace, the ball is cut in 

two and nailed back around the top grip of the steel frame. In 

the revolving-grip Sheffield, the iron axle through the grip is 

cross-pinned to the body and covered over with the brass 

quarter plates.   

 

     This brace was tested with a powerful magnet in an effort 

to detect whether the axle in the grip was iron. It was not.  

Next, a saw-toothed shim was placed between the ball and 

the body, and it easily cut into the axle (only a hairline deep). 

The axle was therefore wood. With this shim it was deter-

mined that the wooden axle was about .150” down from the 

top (see sketch). The only axial play in the ball was .005” 

movement fore and aft! A dial indicator showed that there 

was just .004” up-and-down movement of the ball to the axle. 

The sketch shows how all this was accomplished, by making 

the shouldered length of the axle .010” larger than the length 

of the ball. To prevent the axle from turning, it probably had 

squared tenons press-fitted into square mortises in the grip 

portions of the body. A brilliant design, but one that took a 

combined precision machinist and woodworker to accom-

plish. There is absolutely no camber to the arms and no 

looseness of any kind. And the ball spins with a gentle single 

finger turn! 

 

     So much for function. How about looks? Figured pear for 

the body? Wow! At first I thought that the pear couldn’t take 

the torque, but there were only three tiny checks emanating 

from screws that were used to fasten the metal pieces to the 

wood. Not unusual in close-grained wood. The rest was per-

fect.  

 

     And at the very end of the nose of the chuck was an al-

most unseen “jeweler’s” knurl. I have seen literally hundreds 

of Sheffield braces in my collecting career, and have only 

seen a knurl this tiny on one German brace. (The old crafts-

man was of German descent.) And then there is the diagonal 

rope knurl in the neck that is gutsy as all get-out. But the 

piece-de-resistance is the “lips” on both ends of the chest 

pad. A lot of extra carving had to be done to accomplish this 

decorative feat. (It’s hard to see in the photo.)  

 

     All-in-all, this is a brace that speaks of PRIDE in every 

part of it. Are there any craftsmen left today, even the fabu-

lous ones, that have the economic luxury of this kind of 

prideful work? I would say only a small few, at best. 

 
 

(Continued from page 3) 
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This story starts on eBay.  I was bidding on a Stratton level that I 

thought I had a chance at. I don’t stand too much of a chance 

with stuff on eBay if it is nice looking. But this piece was pretty 

well oxidized on the brass and no finish left on the wood. It was 

called out as the 6” length, which was the smallest and most de-

sirable. Well, I ended up the under bidder in the last few sec-

onds. I cursed under my breath and forgot about it. 

 

     A week or so later, I got an email from the seller of the level 

who offered it to me at a nice discount, as the buyer had returned 

it. I was a little apprehensive, and I wanted to know why it was 

returned. Then came the bombshell that kicked off this whole 

story. “It was returned because it is 6 1/2” not 6”, was the an-

swer. I thought Stanley made the 6” and Stratton made the 6 

1/2”, and the seller just made a common error calling the 6 1/2” 

a 6”. But I am no level aficionado, so I just brushed it off as 

“buyer’s remorse”.  

 

     I ended up accepting the seller’s offer and I brought the level 

back to its original glory. (I feel that most things in the Victorian 

era were made to look good, and to stay that way.) But I still had 

this nagging question why the original buyer even bid on it to 

start with, as I knew him, and he only bought good looking stuff. 

So I started to search into why.  

 

     It didn’t take long. A call to Chuck Granick proved that he 

owns an actual 6” Stratton, and Don Wing owns two!! But, they 

are rare as hen’s teeth. Even Don Rosebrook in his book, only 

gives it a line or two.   

 

In my search, I came upon a number of interesting things 

concerning the brass-bound Strattons. A few were made from the 

lighter-colored Honduras rosewood, but most from the darker, 

more dramatically-grained Brazilian rosewood. Some had only a 

horizontal vial, while others had both horizontal and plumb vi-

als. Some of the plumb vials were on the end, and some were in 

the body - called portholes. Some of the side “lips” were scal-

loped and some were smooth. (See Fig. 1 showing the various 

styles). There were three patent dates, with models carrying any-

where from none to all three. There were different configurations 

of the end vials, and different stamps. Maybe someday we can 

convince Don Wing, who has been collecting Stratton levels 

since 1965, to write a treatise on all this.  

 

     But what interested me more than all these variations and the 

chronology of the companies involved - Stratton Brothers, then 

Stratton Level Co., then Goodell-Pratt - was the hidden question 

of: why a 6”, when they already had a 6 1/2”? The small amount 

of difference between the sizes didn’t follow any rule of 

toolmaking, or the making of any product for that matter.  

 

     I have been in Manufacturing all of my adult life, and tried to 

remember if any such thing ever occurred with any product that I 

was involved with. It came in a flash. I pictured the meeting that 

was held concerning a production lot of titanium struts. Very 

expensive and very critical. They were erroneously cut too short! 

What to do? Scrap them and incur the wrath of the General Man-

ager? That didn’t sound very appealing. One of the more imagi-

native types at this meeting suggested that we make the 

“shorties” into a new model strut. “Why”, was the immediate 

response from the rest of the room. “If we add something to the 

short strut that the original strut doesn’t have, like a coupling at 

the end to take up any bending stress, it could sell - and even for 

more money.” WOW! What a flapping genius. We all went for 

it, and it worked.  

 

     Now picture the poor schnook who was making the billets for 

the 6 1/2”, and while thinking of his date that night, set the cut-

(Continued on page 12) 

Three styles of Stratton levels:  
TOP - showing the " por thole"  plumb vial,  

MIDDLE - showing the end plumb vial, and  

BOTTOM - showing no plumb vial.  

Also note that the TOP and BOTTOM side "lips" are scalloped 

while the MIDDLE side lips are smooth. Although hard to see 

in black and white, the TOP level is the lighter Honduras rose-

wood, while the MIDDLE and BOTTOM are Brazilian rose-

From page 101 of Wm. P. Walter's Sons, Philadelphia catalog 

(1903-1905). Note that it shows both the 6" and the 6 1/2".  

6” VERSUS 6 1/2” ????? 
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TOOL EVENTS 

 
September 12 - CRAFTS Picnic, Brady Camp,  

Lamington, NJ. Tailgating starts at 8AM, catered lunch at 

noon. Judged tool displays with prizes. Call Ken Vliet at 

610-837-5933 
 

 

September 17 and 18 -  Martin Donnelly   

 Listed Auction - Holiday Inn Everett Turnpike 

Nashua, NH 

www.mjdtools.com 
 

 

October 8 and 9 - Martin Donnelly 

Listed Auction - Sheraton Four Points Hotel 

Indianapolis, Indiana 

www.mjdtools.com 
 

 

October 22 and 23  - Clarence Blanchard 

25th International Antique Tool Auction and Dealer Sale 

  Sheraton Inn Harrisburg, PA. - 717-561-2800 

  email ceb@finetoolj.com - 800-248-8114 
 

 

November 17 -  David Stanley Auctions 

1000 lots  Antique and Modern woodworking tools  

Leicestershire, England 

www.davidstanley.com 

TEL:011441530 222320 
 

 

November 7th  -  CRAFTS Meeting  1PM 

HOST Masonic Lodge Highbridge, NJ 
 

WANT ADS 
 

Wanted to Buy: Emmert Machinists Vise, 

also called a Tool Makers Vise, Model 4a or Model 6a in 

good condition.  Contact Carl Matthews at 713-871-8484 

or email: cmatthews@psp.com. 

 

Need help disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or 

partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky, (908)

534-2710. 

 

Seeking McKinnon axe of Rockaway, NJ made between 

1845 and 1905. Please call Stephen at (732) 682-8236. 

 
Wanted to Buy:  Wm. Marples Ultimatum Brace with 

Queens Letters in Very Good condition.  Please call Stew-

art May at 201-907-0823 or email: mayhemsra@aol.com. 

 

Wanted to buy: Cutting iron for Chaplin’s patent smooth 

plane No. 3 size, 1 3/4” wide iron. May also have TOWER 

& LYON and 72 & 75 patent dates on iron. Contact Bob 

Garay (973) 398-5875 

off at 6” rather than 6 1/2”. They now had cudroons of billets 

ready for the production run, but 1/2” too short. Can you picture 

the meeting with the Production and Marketing Departments? 

“Listen”, says one of the young marketing geniuses, “Lets add 

something to the “shorties” that the existing model doesn’t have. 

Then we won’t look so foolish selling a 6 and a 6 1/2.” What 

could that be? Luck was with them. The only thing that a 6 1/2 

didn’t have was a porthole 

plumb vial similar to the 8. 

Perfect! So, the porthole 

plumb 6” size was born 

and marketed. See Fig.2 

from the Walter’s catalog.   

 

     Unfortunately, the tiny 

size in wood was not as 

appealing to the machinist 

trade as the small all-metal precision ones, and the small size (6 

1/2” or 6”) never sold very well. So the billets were used up over 

more years than anyone would have liked.   

 

     How do I know all this? I don’t. But I don’t think human na-

ture has changed very much during the hundred or so years from 

the Stratton brothers to the Space Program.  

 

       Thanks to Chuck Granick for the reprint of the Walter’s cata-

log and the level picture above and to Don Wing for all the detail 

information above. 

(Continued from page 11) 
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Stratton Brothers 

six inch level. 


